
 
 
 

 
Why should I choose this subject to study at A Level? 
Chemistry is the central science.  It borders on, and interacts with, the Biological, Medicinal, 
Physical and Earth sciences, and its contribution to everyday life is enormous. A study of 
Chemistry develops the knowledge and skills needed to succeed in other areas, such as 
Law and Engineering.  Chemistry is an exciting and stimulating pathway to pursue at this 
level.  The course itself provides a logical sequence from GCSE through to the new 
specification A Level.  Problems and questions raised at GCSE are solved and explained. 
Students will use sophisticated equipment and learn about analytical techniques such as 
infra-red Spectroscopy and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance.  Chemistry is a rewarding and 
fascinating subject that requires good organisation skills and the ability to work both within a 
team and as an individual. 
 
What will I study? 
The A Level Chemistry qualification is linear (exams at the end of the two years). Three 
branches of chemistry are taught/examined, namely Physical, Inorganic & Organic. 

 Physical chemistry includes investigations of atomic structure and bonding, 
energetics, kinetics, chemical equilibria, electrochemistry and the study of acids & 
bases. 

 Inorganic chemistry includes studies of periodic trends, the properties of Group 2 & 
7 elements, transition metal chemistry and the reactions of ions in aqueous solution. 

 Organic chemistry includes the study of hydrocarbons, halogenoalkanes, 
aldehydes, ketones & carboxylic acids as well as the synthesis of complex molecules 
such as proteins and aromatics; instrumental analytical techniques are also covered  

Practical work is at the heart of chemistry; a series of 12 core practicals over the two years 
will be supplemented with many opportunities to develop practical skills using new 
techniques and equipment required at this higher level. Practical chemistry will feature 
across each written examination rather than as a separate assessment. 

 

How will I be assessed? 

 PAPER 1:   

Relevant topics from physical chemistry / Inorganic chemistry / relevant practical skills. 

This is a written exam of 2 hours duration with 105 marks available through a combination 

of short & long answer questions and It represents 35% of the total A-Level 

 PAPER 2:  

This is a written exam of 2 hours duration with 105 marks available through a combination 

of short & long answer questions (organic chemistry and relevant practical skills) and It 

represents 35% of the total A-Level 

 PAPER 3:  

This is a written exam of 2 hours duration with 90 marks available. 40 marks will be relevant 

to practical techniques and data analysis; 20 marks will deal with any topic featured across 

the specification; the final 30 marks will be for multiple choice questions. 

 
Where can I find out more? 
You should contact your current chemistry teacher or Mr Davidson, Head of Chemistry. 
In addition you could visit the exam board website below. 

    Syllabus: http://www.aqa.org.uk Other resources: http://www.rsc.org.uk 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/
http://www.rsc.org.uk/

